
Printable Dad Joke Cards

These greeting cards are perfect to give Dad for his 
birthday, Father’s Day, or any day! There are several 
designs and greeting options to choose from.

Print the pages desired. Then fold each card in half so that the top of the 
page meets up with the bottom. Then fold it in half again so that the cover 
is on the front and the card opens.
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What do you 
call a can 

opener that 
doesn’t work?

A can’t 
opener!

Happy Birthday to a Dad 
who fixes everything!
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What did 
the proton 
say to the 
electron?

Stop being so 
negative!

Dad, I’m positive 
you’re the BEST!
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How Many 
Apples Grow 

on a Tree?

All of them!
Thank you, Dad, for 
sharing all your wisdom 
with me.
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scarecrow win 
an award?

Because he was 
outstanding in his 
field!

Happy Birthday to an 
outstanding Dad!
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